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women. Each has made crucial contributions. Dame Cicely Saunders, ifanyone, is entitled to
write about 'The evolution ofhospices' because she iscertainly the most important single figure
in their recent evolution. Instead, she rambles on with a few not very well-chosen words which
are a mockery ofher powerful incisive writing on this subject elsewhere. Next, Jennifer Beinart,
who has written brilliantly on obstetric pain, writes instead on the growth of treatment of
intractable pain. Her after-dinner chapter appears to be based on after-dinner chats with John
Lloyd. It is not explained whyJohn Lloyd, who is inrude health andvery interesting, should not
write on the subject himself. Last of the three, Wendy Savage, an obstetrician ofconsiderable
importance, writes achapter entitled 'The management ofobstetric pain', instead ofDr Beinart.
Needless to say, Mrs Savage writes that the idea of management by other people of a very
personal experience is anathema to her. I completely agree with her, but her chapter is at the
same time irrelevant and excellent.
I can hardly bear to comment on the other chapters. There is a certain humour in Helen
King's, enticingly titled 'The early anodynes: pain in the ancient world'. One has a feeling that
she was press-ganged into writing about pains where we do not understand what the ancients
weretalkingabout, and nostrums whosecontents are unknown, given in unknown dosages, and
of unknown efficacy.
There is no doubt that a serious and fascinating book could be written with this title and with
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This bookwill beofmore interest to thoseconcerned with the process offormulating policy in
the United States than to historians. It is a collection of essays dealing with the problems of
designing, implementing, and evaluating programmes for dealing with adolescent pregnancy.
The detailed analysis ofthe groups involved in federal policy formation is leavened to an extent
by a cursory attempt to put adolescent pregnancy in historical perspective. The book does not,
however, address the wider issues of the experience of sexuality that the topic raises. For
example, although there is a chapter on the young fathers, most of the essays discuss policies
designed for "adolescents", without noticing that it is young women who are to be monitored
and whose behaviour is to be policed. Vinovskis ignores this point in his discussion of the
parental-notification controversy. Since the proponents of notification aimed to ensure that
parents were informed when a minor was provided with a prescription birth control drug or
device, itisclear thatitwasthe privacy ofgirls that would be invaded, while boyscould still freely
purchase non-prescription condoms. Here the historical insight that Vinovskis claims is so
valuable in putting current preoccupations into perspective eludes him. Had notification been
implemented, it would have continued to uphold the double standard in social policy which
feminists have always attacked, most notably in the campaign against the Contagious Diseases
Acts in Victorian England.
The book makes a plea for more and better input into public policy by social scientists. The
problem is that policy makers are likely to be more concerned with remaining in office than in
learning the lessons that history might offer.
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